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THE HIGHLY ANTICIPATED SEQUEL HAS ARRIVEDLooking for love in all the wrong places,
Diana just canâ€™t seem to get it right. Trading one criminal for the next, sheâ€™s taken a
harrowing ride while trying to prove her loyalty to her new love interest. If that isnâ€™t challenging
enough, things really become complicated after Rico admits heâ€™s not willing to let her go. Roxie
and Magyc have their own challenges trying to pick up the pieces to their broken relationship. When
temptation comes lurking around, his strength is put to the ultimate test. Will they crash and burn
despite everything theyâ€™ve been through together? After all, the odds have been stacked against
them since day one. Wife of a Misfit 2 is an action-packed, drama-filled ride full of secrets and
unexpected twists!
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Man oh man... Jade once again you have brought it with your writing skills... You never disappoint...
This book was really good. .. From page one to the end... There was so many twist and turns in
here... Kept me on my toes the whole time... I really want to see Roxie finally find happiness... But
wait with this curve ball that you just threw in there will she ever find happiness. .. Magyc is all over

the place... He really needs to get it together... He just can't seem to do right no matter what... Soul
is really trying to be a good man to Diana... Although it is hard for her to believe him he is being
faithful to her... WAIT WHAT JUST HAPPENED... Jade you have me all in my feelings right now
with this major cliffhanger... you have me on the edge of my seat feeling antsy... I just can't believe
you did this it can't be... OMG now I have to wait for part 3... Can you please bring this soon... I
need to know what happened..

I was not ready for that ending!! After all that Roxie & Diana have been through, I thought for sure
things would be different. The last two chapters messed me up!!! I need part 3 ASAP!!!!!! I need to
know what is going on. This whole book is non stop action & drama!!

You've done it again....you never leave me hanging but wanting more...thank you for keeping my
interest.....I love all of your work and I appreciate you for it...thanks and more thanks.. I can't wait
until book 3 comes out...

Jade Jones has done it again. Oh the twist and turns, and drama, drama, drama. The author's
writing style will keep you in your feeling and have you wanting more. This is definitely a must read
and I can't wait for part 3.

WOW, I hope in part 3 Sarai get what coming to her about Rain getting shot. I hope Rico gets
what's coming to him for shooting Soul. For Roxie I hope that Kwon doesn't harm her unborn
child..WOW!!! I'm ready for part 3!!! IMPRESSIVE Jade Jone !!!!

Of course I picked five stars why wouldn't I this book right here flipped my world upside down. Who
would of thought that Kwon was still living, not I. Then for him to hurt Roxie is wild. He's very
sadistic. Then you have Rico he really shot Soul in his head I'm gone off that part. Then the real
crazy part was Sarai shooting a baby who does that. Part Three can't come fast enough. .

I should have known from the sneak peek that this book was going to be straightðŸ”¥ and Jade did
not disappoint. This read was an intense page turner that I could not put down. Just when I thought I
had the storyline figured out BOOM!! That epilogue had me feeling some kind of way. So many
unanswered questions has me anticipating part 3!!

I'm overly numb after this book... The more I root for Magyc and Roxie he finds away to mess things
up. Then my bae Soul keep getting caught of guard by Rico and his Lil minion thots.. I can't deal.
Patiently waiting for part 3.. Lawd be with Roxie!!! Job well done Jade!!!!!!
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